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Abstract
There are different approaches to risk assessment. The SOLAS Convention is the most important safety
instruments at maritime transport. The biggest risk is a major navigational incident because it can result in fatalities
and pollution. Possibly the major cause of collision incidents is not fully understanding and complying the COLREGS
rules. It is not possible to create a simple flowchart to define a suitable approach to risk assessment of a ship.
However, some of broad factors can be used to aid the selection of a suitable risk assessment approach in maritime
transport. In the literature, we can find many methods and applications for maritime transportation risk analysis.
There is a recent focus on foundational issues in risk analysis, especially for intensified research on fundamental
concepts and principles. This paper presents the attempt of applying the Bow-Tie methodology at maritime transport.
The benefits of using Bow-Tie diagrams for risk assessment have been showed at use, for many of technical systems
and processes. This methodology known as barrier diagrams, provide a readily understandable visualization of the
relationships between the causes of the failure's event, the escalation of such events to a range of possible outcomes,
the controls preventing the event from occurring and the preparedness measures in place to limit the consequences.
The Bow-Tie is very useful for structured assessment and communication of risks.
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1. Introduction
There is no single correct approach for a safety activity. There are different approaches to risk
assessment and some of that are more suitable than others [1, 2]. It is not always obvious which of
the many different specific methods should be selected.
The safety of life at sea has been a matter of concern to IMO since its inception, and in this
time many regulations and conventions have been adopted to improve operational safety
conditions by IMO, [21]. At first to improve safety we can use a process known as formal safety
assessment. It is a process for assessing the risks associated with shipping activity and for
evaluating the costs and benefits of reducing hazards.
It is not possible to create a simple flowchart to define a suitable approach to risk assessment of
a ship. But some of broad factors can be used to aid the selection of a suitable risk assessment
approach in maritime transport. [4, 7-9]. These factors include, Fig. 1:
− Lifecycle stage,
− Major hazard potential,
− Risk decision context.
After that, we would select amongst the wide range of methods for risk assessment.
These include [4, 5, 7, 10-15]:
− Hazard identification tools:
− Judgement,
− FMEA – Failure Modes and Effects Analysis,
− SWIFT – Structured What-If Checklist Technique,
− HAZOP – Hazard and Operability Study.
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Fig. 1. Examples of factors can be used to aid the selection of risk assessment approach in maritime transport

Risk Assessment approaches:
− Rules based approaches: regulations, approved codes of practice, Class Rules,
− Engineering judgement,
− Qualitative risk assessment,
− Semi-quantitative risk assessment,
− Quantitative risk assessment,
− Value-based approaches.
− Risk Assessment techniques:
− Qualitative (risk matrix),
− Semi-Qualitative use of structured tools (fault trees, events trees) – Bow-Tie approach,
− Quantitative risk assessment (coarse and detailed levels),
− Stakeholder consultations.
− Hierarchy of Options approaches for risk reduction:
− Eliminate the hazard,
− Prevent the occurrence,
− Mitigate the consequences,
− Escape, Evacuation, Rescue and Recover,
− Decision-making.
The SOLAS Convention is the most important safety instruments at maritime transport. The
biggest risk is a major navigational incident because it can result in fatalities and pollution.
Possibly the major cause of collision incidents is not fully understanding and complying the
COLREGS rules.
−

2. Bow-Tie method
Bow-Tie – a diagram, shaped like a Bow-Tie, which visualises the risk (hazards, barrier,
consequences) in one picture. The diagram creates a differentiation between proactive and reactive
risk management [8, 17, 20]. It gives you an overview of multiple plausible scenarios, in only one
picture and provides visual explanation of a risk.
The Hazard is a beginning of any Bow Tie. The idea of a Hazard is to find the operation, at
maritime transport process that could have a negative impact on ship, cargo, crew or environment.
They should be formulated as normal aspects of the transport system. The rest of the Bowtie is
devoted to how we could keep that normal but hazardous operation from turning into disaster.
Using HAZID, we could get a list of all possible Hazards [8]. Bowties are useful for Hazards with
a high potential to harm.
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At first we chose the Hazard than define the Top Event. This is the event, which activated the
Hazard. The Top Event is chosen simply just before events start causing actual damage. The Top
Event can start with a generic “Loss of control”, [17]. During the Bowtie preparing process, we
should revisit it a couple of times to sharpen the formulation.
At the left side we have threats, everything which cause the Top Event. Consequences, at right,
are the result from the Top Event. For some Top Events could be more than one Consequence
(specific Consequence event descriptions).
After that you should think about Barriers, how you want to prevent for example
environmental damage, [20]. The actual scenario makes easier to come up with specific Barriers.
Barriers interrupt the scenario so that the threats do not result in the Top Event or do not escalate
into the consequences. Barriers are never perfect. The Escalation factor describes anything that
will make a Barrier fail.
Diagram has several advantages for use in safety cases, it shows:
− the full range of initiating events,
− the intervening safeguards,
− the actual way in which these combine and escalate,
− the consequences side shows barriers in an equivalent manner
− the many possible consequence outcomes,
− the linkage of the barriers to the safety management system.
Bow-tie analysis represents the semi-quantitative approach to risk [20], Tab. 1.
Tab. 1. Example of application of Bow-Tie method [23]

Risk Level
High Risk
Medium Risk
Low Risk

Risk Management
Reduce to medium or low level
Risk reduction to ALARP
Continue operations

Level of Analysis and Control
Detailed Analysis
Performance Measurement
Standard Competence

The diagram shows us if the suitable safeguards ae considered for any hazard.
3. Examples of using Bow-Tie for maritime transportation risk analysis
In the literature, we can find many methods and applications for maritime transportation risk
analysis. There is a recent focus on foundational issues in risk analysis, especially for intensified
research on fundamental concepts and principles.
A maritime risk analysis consists of two steps:
− determination of the probability of a ship accident,
− estimation of the consequences following the accident.
To determine the probability of an accident researcher needs to analyse the accident scenarios.
The paths of Bow-Tie method help in preparations of the scenarios, Fig. 3.
3.1. Anchor Handling Tug Supply Vessels
Anchor handling tug supply vessel (AHTS) can carry out several major operations like towing,
anchor handling, supply, standby and so on offshore [3, 6, 8].
Anchoring handling is a dangerous task. In this process, some of the risk factors such as long
hours, bad weather, slippery decks, hand and finger pinch hazards and proximity to heavy buoys
and wires under strain are involved. Anchor handling is connected with a number of special
marine operations, Fig. 2. The high tensions experienced in chains and wires may cause high
heeling moments and may cause high transverse and/or astern movements of the anchor-handling
vessel. The vessels motion through the water may also be affected by high hauling speed on the
anchor-handling winch or as result of any loss of bollard pull [6, 8].
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Fig. 2. Diagram Bow-Tie for threats of anchor handling

As an example, we use the case of AHTS vessel “Bourbon Dolphin” on the North Sea
(12.04.2007). The crew performed work setting anchors with full knowledge of exceedance load
lobby. This resulted in an immediate overturning of the ship [16].

Fig. 3. Path Bow-Tie method of initiating event leading to the overturning of the ship

3.2. Oil tanker vessel
Tanker is a very large ship, which carries petroleum products in several or many big tanks.
Tankers are in the hazards as any other ship but there are some other hazards that are specific to it
[5, 11-14, 19]. The main hazards are:
− collision,
− environment pollution,
− explosion,
− fire,
− sinking.
Categories of initiating events that could lead to cargo losses, fatalities or environmental
damage, with involving losses of a ship are described below:
− External factors – (severe weather, collision, etc.),
− Personnel factors – (commercial exploitation or maintenance incidents, human error),
− Internal factors – (ship unreliability, error in design or construction).
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Oil tankers pose the highest environmental risk, Fig. 3, 4.

Fig. 3. The distribution of the accident categories under investigation pertaining to AFRAMAX tankers, according to
POP&C analysts [14]

Bow-Tie diagrams could be used to depict an environmental risk connected with oil tanker
accidents, Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Diagram Bow-Tie for threats of damage to the oil cargo tanks

4. Conclusions
Bow-Tie diagrams could be a very useful tool to depict and maintain a real-time, working risk
management system in maritime transport. According of their graphical nature, the biggest
advantage of Bow-Tie diagrams is the ease to understanding of hazards management by all crew
members. The method could be used to express the basic causes and consequences of potential
accidents. Bow-Tie gives a clear visualization of correlations between causes, escalations, controls
and consequences. The Bow-Tie is very useful for structured assessment and communication of
risks.
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